
 

 

NAVARAPART NP300 D23 

NAVARA AIR BOX SAVER 

BRACKET KIT INSTRUCTIONS 

SKU: PAP-0140-KIT 

 

Remove lid of airbox from vehicle, then remove filter, and airbox base. 

(please note these instructions were done on a car fitted with Safari 

Snorkel, so the airbox was able to be lifted up while still fitted in car) 

 

Fit bracket over the top of the two locating lugs. (you may need to 

remove cable ties in some models) Push bracket all the way in, and all 

the way up to ensure correct fitment. It is meant to be a tight fit! 

  

 

Fit the bracket with the two provided screws and insert the 

replacement cable ties, for holding the wiring loom. 

 

Test fit the filter and lid to the base before fitting into car. It should be 

a firm fit, then reinstall in to the car. Remember to tie up the wiring as 

best you can. If you have any issues, call us on (03) 9735 9099 or email 

sales@patrolapart.com.au 

Drill the two circled 

holes through the plastic 

locating bracket with a 

5.5mm drill bit. You can 

take these out to 6mm 

once the bracket is 

removed if you feel the 

need. Next, deburr the 

holes inside and out. 

Using a larger drill bit 

gently is a good way to 

clean the face up, then 

you can access the back 

side of the hole and 

carefully scrape the 

burrs off with a flat 

blade screwdriver or file. 

Fit the two speed nuts 

over the top of the two 

drilled holes, with the 

raised part at the front 

side. 

You may need to spread 

the opening of the speed 

nuts a bit to get them on. 

You can use a flat blade 

screwdriver for this. 

We find the easiest way 

is to spread the speed 

nuts a little, then fit to 

the brackets with a pair 

of multi-grips as 

pictured. 


